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DreamSinger's "For the Sake of Love" is "heart music" with a World flavor, a tribute to the healing

journey, inspiring lyrics, the angelic vocals of Demian Yumei and the exquisite arrangements of Stacey

Young. 11 MP3 Songs POP: Delicate, NEW AGE: Healing Details: ABOUT THE ARTIST: DreamSinger is

the ethereal voice of singer/songwriter and activist, Demian Yumei, supported by the musical artistry of

Stacey Young. Demian has been a vocal soloist since age twelve. Her voice has been compared to flute,

harp and that of angels. "Future Song", Demian's first song, was the result of an intense two-year journey

of healing from childhood abuse; a life-time journey of reclaiming her true voice. "Future Song" set the

tone and created a vision of purpose for all her subsequent songs, which took an additional fifteen years

to live and to write. Demian is the lyricist and composer of melodies for DreamSinger. She took an active

role in crafting, mixing and producing the individual songs for "For the Sake of Love", and co-produced

the CD with Stacey. Stacey Young has been writing songs and performing in various bands since his

early teens. He is a gifted multi-instrumentalist. Stacey plays keyboards, guitar, bass and drums, to name

a few, and played every type of instrument, except for oboe and flute on "For the Sake of Love". Stacey

composes, arranges, records and produces in his one-man digital and analog recording studio, Axis

Studios, in Wrightsville PA, with over 25 years experience. "For the Sake of Love" was entirely recorded,

mixed, produced and mastered in Stacey's studio. DreamSinger performs in churches, house concerts,

healing circles and events for various issues that range from victim's rights and women's empowerment to

spirituality, peace and caring for the environment. DreamSinger offers creative presentations, involving

the spoken word, movement and song, invoking an atmosphere of intimacy and engaging the audience.

Demian has a special "heart" connection with her mother's birthplace, China, and with Japan, where her

mother was raised, and where Demian spent two years as a young child. She has been interviewed by
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Radio Free Asia and written up in various Asian publications. DreamSinger is committed to helping others

find their true voice, to singing the healing journey and celebrating the human spirit. More than just good

music, DreamSinger is an experience of heart and Spirit. ALBUM DESCRIPTION: DreamSinger's "For

the Sake of Love" is "heart music" with a World flavor, a tribute to the healing journey, inspiring lyrics, the

angelic vocals of Demian Yumei and the exquisite arrangements of Stacey Young. Reflecting the

multicultural background of Demian, DreamSinger music carries the influence of Europe, the mystery of

Asia and the organic qualities of Native America with a touch of Celtic magic. The lyrics are both intimate

and universal, coming from Demian's personal experience overcoming childhood abuse and her human

rights activism. "Future Song", a haunting and moving song of healing; "Keeping the Dream Alive", written

for the students of Tiananmen Square; and "Free Tibet", featuring the gift of prayer by His Holiness the

Dalai Lama for His people and chanted by Dolman Tempe, are on this CD. If you like Enya or Loreena

McKennet, you will like the musical style of DreamSinger, the feelings it invokes and the magical places it

will take you.
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